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Social Media is a term that is globally used for various
online tools and applications, such as blogs, forums, social
media networks such as Twitter, Facebook, etc. These web
based services give individuals and organisations the ability
to have conversations online.

In recent years, the number of conversations online has
grown significantly and the importance of these
conversations for organisations is growing daily. The
growth of these conversations and interactions can be
linked with the increased use of the computer, but addition-
ally, the more widespread use of the Smart Phone that has
the ability to access the internet with more ease and with
greater flexibility of location.

What is Social Media

“Governments around the world want
Us to provide digital services for the
Digital world. Social Media is a tool
To support that delivery of our multi-
Channel operations”



The Wheel has not been Reinvented
We will not generate more core business, but we will enhance

communication

Social Media needs to be integrated into existing communication and

customer engagement strategies.

There is a need to include social media in plans, and ensure branding is

consistent through all formats to ensure that the public are confident we

are who we claim to be.

Develop relevant content to be able to engage effectively.

Using Social Media tools together you can drive more traffic and engage

more with customers. Content that should be considered would be

already used frequently asked questions guidelines and booklets in PDF

format. These can be used to reply to questions and help customers.

They are more than likely already used within email communications.

Cohesive use of Facebook, Twitter and YouTube to expand on our

existing online web presence.

In addition to the FAQ, video content could help inform customers how

to fill a form in, let them know of travel schemes like the American

Trusted Traveller

programme, give information

on what to do with a family

death and the passport.

Video content will also help

web site Search Engine

optimisation, as Google

prioritises video content and

YouTube is the second largest

search engine! Logos and

themes for channels and

pages need to be done with a structured consistent branding approach.

The three current big players need to be used together for the most

successful integration of a Social Media communications plan.

Share Resources across 5N

Where possible, we could share resources. Video’s can be created that

had branding added in at the start and end, plus with country specific

voice overs. Sharing costs for similar video’s where common issues occur

(e.g. Photo standards) could save money for all 5N members.



Micro Blogging and Networking Sites

Come up with strategic plan for how we deal with

Twitter and Facebook demand and use age:

Stage 1

Call Centre Team  >
one to one can send generic
messages out in reply to @us
messages

Comms Teams   >
One to Many Comms
Send out messages like press releas-
es and links.

Use Twitter and Facebook to reply to
enquiries that are generic in nature.
Only when people contact us.

This  is unlikely to save us money,
but will ensure customers can con-
tact us on their preferred choice of
communication channel.

Terms and conditions need to be created to en-
sure that communication expectations are met.

Stage 2

Call Centre Team  >
one to one can send generic
messages out and proactively search
out for customers in need of help by
searching for comments. Then send
links to online video’s / documents
that will assist.

Comms Teams   >
One to Many Comms
Respond to potential issues with
press releases and head off possible
negative publicity. Defend the brand.

Use Twitter and Facebook to reply to
enquiries that are generic in nature.
Only when people contact us.

By being proactive, we will be help-
ing the customer when they need
us, and possibly heading off a future
call to the call centre, or email
enquiry. Citizens will be better
informed and examination queries
may also reduce.

Terms and conditions need to be created to en-
sure that communication expectations are met.

Stage 3

Call Centre Team  >
As stage 2

Comms Teams   >
One to Many Comms
Use to proactively scare potential
fraudsters whilst letting the public
know their document is secure by
spreading the word on success on
fraud inititatives.

 Use Twitter and Facebook to reply
to enquiries that are generic in
nature. Only when people contact
us.

Terms and conditions need to be created to en-
sure that communication expectations are met.

Call Centre teams can handle enquiries on Social Media, like they would an email.... Is there any difference?




